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Figure 1The first group of Jolly Teacher trained in the roll-out

ABREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

Abbreviation/Acronym
ULS
PP1
PP2
KCG
MoE
TSC

Universal Learning Solutions (UK)
Pre-Primary 1 Teachers
Pre-Primary 2 Teachers
Kilifi County Government
Ministry of Education
Teachers Service Commission

THE GOAL

The goal of the training was to equip all Pre-Primary (1 and 2) teachers in pubic primary schools in Kilifi
County with the skills for teaching Jolly Phonics. The programme intends to enable children to master the
skills for the reading and writing of the English language before they begin primary school.
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OBJECTIVES

i.

To provide Jolly Phonics training to 2027 PP1 and PP2 teachers from all 784 public pre-primary
schools for Kilifi County. The two day training will equip them with the ability to teach the 42
major sounds of the English language and help pupils acquire the skills of blending sounds to read
words and segmenting words into sounds to write them,

ii.

To sensitise the Head Teachers from all 784 public pre-primary schools in Kilifi County in Jolly
Phonics. They will attend the first day of the training and this will equip them with a basic
understanding of the programme so that they are able to support the implementation of Jolly
Phonics in their schools.

iii.

To train 42 Education Officers from all seven sub counties of Kilifi County in Jolly Phonics. The two
day training will equip them with the same knowledge as the teachers so they are able to support,
monitor and mentor the teachers as Jolly Phonics is implemented in schools across the county,

ii.

To provide the trained teachers with resource materials that will enable them teach the method in
their classes,

iii.

To provide all PP1 and PP2 pupils with the Jolly Phonics Pupil Book One workbook

iv.

To provide intensive mentoring and monitoring of those trained in the use of Jolly Phonics,

v.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the method in the selected schools across the year.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The training had the following proposed outcomes:
i.

PP1 and PP2 pupils will master basic skills for reading and writing,

ii.

The trained teachers will gain knowledge of the five Basic Skills in Jolly Phonics and learn the
eight steps for teaching young pupils to read and write,

iii.

Teachers will be motivated and challenged to be more productive as they are exposed to this
simple and effective method,

iv.

Teachers are well equipped to teach the method effectively because of the array of resource
materials that will be provided.
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Pre-Training Activities
The Project Manager Sian Summers Issa worked closely with KCG, in particular Mr Angore, ECDE Director and Prof
Gabriel Katana the County Executive Committee Member for Education. Planning was supported by the Chief Officer
of Education Mr Katana and the Sub County Education Officers.
Visits from the ULS team were made to Kilifi; CEO Gary Foxcroft, Project Director Louise Gittins and Head of Technology
Gilbert Jolly. Remote support was given by the ULS team from Project Director Louise Gittins, COO Katy Davies,
Technical Director Naomi Foxcroft, the Finance Manager Keri Brown and the team at Jolly Learning.
In October 2018 Sian Summers Issa, Mr Angore and Prof Katana organised a one day Jolly Phonics launch which was
attended by all officer in KCG and the relevant members invited from the MoE and the TSC.
In November 2018 Mr Angore and a team from KCG sensitised all the Head Teachers from the 784 Pre-Primary schools
in Kilifi County, to be aware of the Jolly Phonics roll-out plans for 2019.
From June-November 2018 a series of professional development events for the Training of Trainers was delivered by
Sian Summers Issa to build a strong and competent team of 9 Kenyan Jolly Phonics Trainers.

The Roll-Out Design
The training programme was designed to span for 5 weeks in 11 locations across Kilifi County. A total of 46 Jolly Phonics
trainings were delivered.
The trainings were delivered as follows;
Week

#

of

trainings Sub County

Centre

Dates

delivered
1

2

3

4

5

6

Kilifi North

Kilifi Primary

4

Kilifi South

Vipingo Central Primary

3

Malindi

Malindi Central Primary

14-15th Jan 2019
17-18th Jan 2019
21st -22nd Jan 2019
15-16th Jan 2019
17-18th Jan 2019
21st -22nd Jan 2019

2

Malindi

Majilangobaya Primary

23rd -24th Jan 2019

3

Ganze

Vitengeni Primary

24th-25th Jan 2019

4

Kaloleni

4

Kaloleni

4

Rabai

6

Ganze

Kizurini Primary,
Kaloleni
Mwareni Primary,
Mariakani
Kombeni Girls
Secondary School
Ganze Primary

4

Magarini

Marafa Primary

28th -29th Jan 2019
30th-31st Jan 2019
28th -29th Jan 2019
30th-31st Jan 2019
4th-5th Feb 2019
6th-7th Feb 2019
4th-5th Feb 2019
6th-7th Feb 2019
11th-12th Feb 2019
13th-14th Feb 2019
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Venues/Classes

Sub-

Training
Centre

Comments on the venue

General comments about participants

Kilifi Primary

2 rooms made available.
Both were spacious
One had in built power and
fans and was very
comfortable.
The second room was very
hot and a bit dark as there
was only a power line for
the technical equipment.

Kilifi
South

Vipingo
Central
Primary

2 rooms made available.
Both were spacious
One the first day there was
a lot of smoke coming into
both training rooms. This
was resolved for the
remaining 4 days.

Malindi

Malindi
Central
Primary

3 rooms made available. All
were spacious and well
ventilated.

Malindi

Majilangobaya 2 rooms made available.
Primary
One had in built power and
fans and was very
comfortable.

Participants generally arrived early and were
very eager and active.
Last training on 21st participants arrived very
late and breaks had to be reduced to make up
time.
Participants responded well to songs and
games.
Excellent support and attendance form KCG for
the opening of the roll out.
Sub County Education Officer was present and
participated across all 6 trainings.
Participants arrived late of day 1 of both
trainings but were eager to catch up the time
and stayed late and arrived on time on day 2.
Head Teachers who attended were very active
and interested.
The participants really enjoyed the group work
activities.
Sub County Officer and officers attended and
participated across the 4 trainings.
Participants arrived on time and were very
active. Officers and Head Teachers fully
participated in all activities
Very good ability level of participants across
activities.
Sub County TSC told Head Teachers not to
attend.
Teachers reported late and left earlyprogramme condensed.
Participant’s mood was low to begin with but
by the end of day 1 they were very happy.
Trainers reported it was nice to see more male
teachers here.

County
Kilifi
North
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Ganze

Vitengeni
Primary

Venue was not well
prepared for the team’s
arrival and took a while to
organise the rooms.
3 rooms made available but
all were a little bit small.
There was not adequate
space for activities and
these had to be conducted
outside.
One room had a fan.
Very noisy venue as large
school and during break
times there was a lot of
noise.

Participants were arriving slowly and many
were late.
It was noticed that a high number had poor
handwriting and spelling.
Participants were a lot quieter to answer
questions and participate actively.
There were a lot of confusions with
attendance-schools with many more teachers,
schools not on the list and private schools
attending but not identifying themselves as
private initially.
A lot of the participants were breastfeeding
mothers and had small children.

Kaloleni

Kizurini
Primary,
Kaloleni

2 rooms made available.
One was very spacious with
a good breeze the other was
very small and hot. There
was not adequate space for
activities and these had to
be conducted outside.

Kaloleni

Mwareni
Primary,
Mariakani

2 rooms made available
Both spacious and with a
good breeze.

Rabai

Kombeni Girls
Secondary
School

2 rooms made available.
Both spacious and with a
good breeze.
Very good facilities and
space. Very clean

Participants were all on time and wanted to
start programme early!
Excellent participation from officers and Head
teachers.
Participants were very bright and active and
covered and understood the content quickly
and therefore had more time to explore the
games and additional activities.
Sub County officer was very attentive and
organised.
Participants were all on time and wanted to
start programme early.
Excellent participation from officers and Head
teachers and the host Head Teacher.
Participants very bright and active
Officers very active and supportive during
group work.
8 teachers from local college were invited by
the Sub County Officer.
There was a lot of confusion as participants for
second training arrived on day 1. The Sub
County Officer had swapped the groups
around but had not informed us. Only some
swapped and it caused a lot of time wasting
and attendance challenges with oversized
groups in the first batches and small groups in
the second batches.
On the second training Head teachers left after
lunch and some reported back towards end of
the programme. The participants were lively
and quick to respond. The attending officers
participated well in the training.

Ganze

Ganze Primary

3 rooms made available.
1 was spacious
2 were small. There was not
adequate space for activities

Excellent support and participation from the
host Head Teacher, CSO and officers.
Participants were late across trainings but very
late arrival for second training and participants
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and these had to be
conducted outside.

Magarini

Marafa
Primary

2 rooms made available.
They were adequate in size.

Magarini

Mambrui
Primary

3 rooms made available.
They were a good size and
reasonably well ventilated.

stayed in Ganze so they could report early on
day 2 and recover lost time.
Participants very eager and active and
participated fully.
Participants were lively and they were saying
this approach was much needed to improve
poor teaching methods.
Poor attendance because of the hippopotamus
seen around the village where the participants
comes from
Head teachers reported in low numbers due to
another meeting
Participants late arriving but very punctual
during day.
Second batches of training had better
attendance after officers called missing
schools, participants and Head Teachers to
attend. There were a lot of private schools
attending. The Head Teachers in the second
trainings were very active and engaged.
Late arrivals on the first day, there was a big
delay, participants arrived very late, the
programme started at around 10.35am.
Participant mood and attitude poor at the
beginning but quickly picked up.
Very active and enthusiastic ward officers.
Second trainings participants were fast
learners and responded well however many
did not report.

We are grateful to the Head Teachers from each centre making their schools available. All the Head Teachers were
welcoming and accommodating and ensured that the training team’s needs were met. A thank you letter and some
photos were emailed to each Centre’s Head Teacher.

Figure 2 Head Teachers participating in activities

Figure 3 .Pupils wanted to join in!
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TRAINERS and TRAINING TEAM

Kenyan Team. From Top Left to Right: Bilal, Irene, Mwanasha, Judith, Terezia, Regina, Nelly. Bottom Left to Right: Maureen, Jackline, Dorcas,
Sian, Celestine

The training team was managed by Project Coordinator/Training Manager Sian Summers Issa. Sian delivered 4 Jolly
Phonics trainings, oversaw trainings events at 8 of the centres, and remote supported the Assistant Managers for all
other trainings. Sian was present at the first 4 roll out trainings to ensure the Assistant Managers were well prepared
and was able to offer support and guidance where need for these first events. Throughout the 5 week roll out period
and the 2 weeks building up to the event the Training Manager coordinated and oversaw all trainer briefings and
debriefings, material and equipment packing, collecting, returning and checking to ensure the trainings were delivered
smoothly and to a consistent standard.

S/No.

Name

Sex

Position

Trained/Assisted in Centres

1

Sian Summers
Issa

F

Kilifi Primary
Kizurini Primary
Overall training manager for all trainings.

2

Dorcas Lotan

F

3

Regina Wavinya

F

Project Coordinator
Training Manager
Jolly Phonics
Trainer
Jolly Phonics
Trainer
Jolly Phonics
Trainer

4

Nelly Mtange

F

Jolly Phonics
Trainer

Ganze Primary
Marafa Primary
Vipingo Central
Malindi Central
Majilangobaya Primary
Vipingo Central
Malindi Central
Majilangobaya Primary

# Trainings
delivered
4 lead trainer,

4 lead trainer
4 lead trainer

4 lead trainer

7

5

Irene Musyoki

F

6

Terezia Mkarye
Thoya

F

7

Celestine Chome

F

Jolly Phonics
Trainer

8

Mwanasha Chizi
Ndurya

F

Jolly Phonics
Trainer

9

Judith Mapenzi
Kahindi

F

Jolly Phonics
Trainer

10

Jackline Sada
Karisa

F

Jolly Phonics
Trainer

11

Diana Johnson

F

12

Nalubega Agnes

F

Jolly Phonics
Trainer-Visiting
Jolly Phonics
Trainer-Visiting

13

Bilal Ali

M

Assistant Manager

14

Maureen
Murono

F

Assistant Manager

Jolly Phonics
Trainer
Jolly Phonics
Trainer

Ganze Primary
Marafa Primary
Trainer: Vitengeni Primary, Ganze Primary,
Mambrui Primary
Assistant Trainer: Kilifi Primary, Kizurini Primary,
Ganze Primary
Trainer: Mwareni Primary, Mambrui Primary
Assistan Trainer: Kilifi Primary, Vipingo Central,
Malindi Central, Ganze Primary
Trainer: Vitengeni Primary, Kizurini Primary,
Ganze Primary
Assistant Trainer: Kilifi Primary, Vipingo Central,
Mambrui Primary
Trainer: Kilifi Primary, Kombeni Girls, Mwareni
Primary
Assistant Trainer: Vitengeni Primary, Kombeni
Girls, Marafa Primary,
Trainer: Kilifi Primary, Kombeni Girls Secondary
School
Assistant Trainer: Majilangobaya,
Mwareni,Kombeni Girls
Trainer: Malindi Central, Vitengeni Primary

4 lead trainer

Assistant Trainer: Kizurini Primary
Trained: Kombeni Girls Secondary School,
Mambrui Primary
Kilifi Primary
Vitengeni Primary
Mwareni Primary
Ganze Primary
Mambrui Primary
Vipingo Central
Malindi Central
Majilangobay Primary
Kizurini Primary
Kombeni Girls Secondary
Marafa Primary

4 lead trainer
1 assistant
trainer
23 assistant
manager

4 lead trainer
4 assistant
trainer
4 lead trainer
4 assistant
trainer
4 lead trainer
4 assistant
trainer
4 lead trainer
4 assistant
trainer
4 lead trainer
4 assistant
trainer
2 lead trainer

23 assistant
manager

Registration

The assistant manager worked with the attending officers at each training to register the participants. In all centres
there were 2 or 3 batches of training taking place at each given time. The assistant manager and the officers worked
together to direct participants to the correct training room. Once confirming their school each participant signed the
attendance record and also signed for the teacher’s bag containing the supplementary resources. Head teachers
signed for day 1 only and signed to receive a Head Teachers Guide.
On the second day participants signed the attendance record again under the day 2 section.
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ATTENDANCE
ULS and KCG prepared an attendance sheet to track attendance on all the days of the training. Below is the breakdown
of the attendance by centres;
Training
Location

SubCounty

Number
of
teachers
expected

Number
of
schools
expected

Number
of
schools
attending
training

Number
of
attending
officers

Kilifi
Primary
Vipingo
Central
Primary

Kilifi
North
Kilifi
South

288

299

104

68

104

105

12

187

205

62

62

62

62

11

Malindi
Central
Primary
Langobaya
Primary

Malindi

108

119

32

19

40

40

7

Malindi

95

77

37

6

37

33

7

Vitengeni
Primary

GanzeVitengeni

120

149

53

25

53

60

5

Mwareni
Primary

KaloleniMariakani

158

148

60

30

60

54

15

Kizurini
Primary

Kaloleni

171

186

65

34

65

67

6

Ganze
Primary

Ganze

283

271

124

66

124

126
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Kombeni
Girls
Secondary
School
Marafa
Primary

Rabai

179

199

45

34

67

66

9

Magarini

174

134

70

45

70

64

10

Mambrui
Primary

Magarini

264

238

102

57

102

91

8

2027

2025

754

446

784

768

107

Grand Totals

Number
of
Teachers
Trained

Number
of Head
Teachers
expected

Number
of Head
Teachers
trained
on day 1

NOTE: Vitengeni –Ganze received 29 more teachers than expected. Kilifi South centre received 18 more teachers
than expected and Rabai Centre received 20 more teachers than expected. Magarini Sub County in both centres
received significantly less teachers; Marafa centre expected 40 teachers who did not attend and Mambrui Centre
expected 32 teachers who did not attend. Langobaya-Malindi centre also expected 18 more teachers to attend.
The other centres experienced a difference of on average 10 less or more teachers than expected.

Feeding and Transport of Trainers
KCG organised with each individual school to cater for the costs of the teachers and Head teachers transport to each
training centre.
KCG organised and paid for the breakfast, lunch and drinks for every teacher, Head Teacher, officer and the training
team at each training centre.
The meals were to a high standard and participant evaluation forms and trainer reports all praised the quality.
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In numerous centres the meals were served very late which made the training schedule difficult and the participants
became tired. The trainers had to work very hard to keep the participants active while waiting for tea and lunch. In
spite of these challenges the participants still rated the overall training experience highly.

MATERIALS
All teachers and officers were issued with the following: at each training on day 1.
Teacher Bag Containing:
30 Paged Supplementary booklet (Kenya sound stories, song lyrics, word
booklet, games, curriculum map, 10 page daily scheme of work,
assessment sheet)
8 steps colour card
Exercise book and pen
50 pieces of blank flashcards and permanent marker
Photocopy of Teachers Book (to be used during the training due to delay
in materials arriving)
Head Teachers were issued with a 5 pages guide on implementing Jolly
Phonics and supporting teachers.

Distribution of Teacher, Classroom and Pupil Books
Jolly Learning made a significant donation of the following items:
Pupil Book 1 Numbers
(issued to PP1 and PP2
2019)

Pupil Book 2 Numbers
(issued to PP2 only in
2020)

Teacher's Book numbers

78,400

39,322

2068

Basic Kit numbers
(2 big books containing
42 sounds, 2 poster of
42 sounds, 2 tricky word
posters)
2068

Due to the late departure of the consignment from India and the unexpected passing of Mr Angore Director of ECDE,
there were delays in the materials arriving before the trainings commenced.
The materials cleared customs and commenced delivery to training centres on Monday 4th February 2019.
Materials were issued by the KCG officers at the following centres after training took place:
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Kombeni Girls Secondary School
Ganze Primary
Marafa Primary
Mambrui Primary
The KCG offered vehicles to enable distribution from the other 7 centres to schools in far locations however these
vehicles were not utilised. Sub County Officers arranged with each school for collection from the training centres.

EQUIPMENT USED
Each training had the following equipment:
Technical Equipment:
Laptop
Projector with PowerPoint training presentation
Loud speakers for playing songs and videos
Projector screen
Extension leads
Materials Display:
4 posters (as featured in Basic Kit)
Yellow table cloth with replicable learning materials
8 steps display picture

POWER SUPPLY
All centres provided power. In many cases this was not inbuilt in each room and an extension ran to the training room.
This meant that most venues did not have fans or lights. There was a one day power outage on 17th January in Kilifi
Primary and backup generators were provided by KCG. Training was delivered for 2 hours without the PowerPoint
presentation while generators were being arranged. There was also a one day power outages in Majilangobaya on 23rd
January 2019 but KCG provided generators quickly. There was a short power outage in Ganze Primary on 7th February
for one hour. Trainers continued without the PowerPoint presentation.
SANITATION
The venues were dusty but cleaned daily and were clean when participants arrived. The washroom facilities at Kizurini
Primary and Vipingo Central were poor with limited available water for washing. On request water buckets were
provided.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING
The two day Jolly Phonics training for pupil book one is a very action packed schedule. There is a lot of content
covered to ensure that participants who have attended both days have the necessary understanding of what and
how to teach the skills for reading and writing. The morning session on the first day is planned to give participants a
deeper understanding of why current methods for teaching reading are not effective and help them to identify and
address their current challenges. The five key skills of Jolly Phonics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Learning the letter sounds
Formation of letter sounds
Blending to read
Identifying sounds in words for writing
Tricky words (words which are not easily decodable)

The 42 letter sounds:

And the eight steps for teaching a new letter sound:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sound story
Action for the sound
Flashcard of the sound
Formation of the sound
Blending words using the new sound
Sounding-identifying pictures/words with new sound
Dictation of new sound and words containing new sound
Jolly song for the new sound

The above were all explained in the introduction. This gave the Head Teachers who were only attending the first day
of the training an awareness of the whole programme. The eight steps are slowly modelled teaching group 1 and 2
sounds. The second day of training the participants keep practicing the eight steps and learn the remaining 5 groups
of sounds. There are regular opportunities for pair and group work, participant presentation and all of the training is
interactive and multi-sensory. The training itself models to the participants how Jolly Phonics should be taught and
learnt.
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Below is the timetable for the two day Jolly Phonics Training for Pupil Book One:
Day1
Section Time

Training Content: Key Modules

Participant Activities

9am-11am

Housekeeping
What is phonics?
How do children learn to read?
Introduction to Jolly Phonics
Overview of 5 skills
8 Steps of Teaching

Share current classroom challenges for reading and
writing
Memory Activity

11-11:30am
11:30am1pm

BREAK
Using the materials
Steps 1-5
Group 1 sounds: s,a,t

1pm-2pm
2-4pm

LUNCH
Steps 6-8
Group 1 sounds: i,p, n
Group 2 sounds

Comparison-Alphabet and Group 1 sounds

Sing the sound song
Learn sounds and actions s,a,t
Pair work- teaching sound t
Blending song
Learn sounds and actions i,p,n
Pair work- teaching sound n
Blending bounce game

Day 2
Section Time

Training Content: Key Modules

Participant Activities

9am-11am

Revision of day 1 learning
Group 3 sounds
Short Vowels
Phrases
Consonant Blends

Quiz
Learn group 3 sounds and actions
Group 3 story activity
Vowel Box
Sound family game
Phrases activity

11-11:30am
11:30am1pm

BREAK
Digraphs
Group 4 sounds
Alphabet
Group 5 and 6 sounds

1pm-2pm
2-4pm

LUNCH
Group 7 sounds
Tricky words
Assessment
Pupil Book 2 overview
Curriculum mapping
Schemes of work
Assessment

Learn group 4 sounds and actions
Bean bag blending game
Alphabet song
Learn group 5 and 6 sounds and actions
Silent Blending from word booklet

Learn group 7 sounds
Vowel hand-Long vowels
Vowel song
Differentiate between sounds
Sound Relay Game
Tricky words sorting activity
Check number of sounds in words activity-sound buttons
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Examples of participant and trainer activities

Pair work: participants practising air writing sound
/t/

Trainer using participants to demonstrate the
digraph /ai/ in the word rain.

Outdoor learning in Marafa: Participants are
learning the circle blending game.

Practicing letter formation using a sand tray. All the
demonstrations and materials used in the training
are intended to be replicable in all schools.

Participants enjoying the sound family game. They
had to show the action for their sound and find the
others with the same sound.

Practicing letter formation using palms.
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Showing the action for /ee/ sound.

Trainer demonstrating how to use the big books to
tell the sound story.

Examples of learning materials that can be collected, easily made and used for multi-sensory learning.
These materials were displayed and used at every training.

ASSESSMENT

The timetable in the above sections shows the participant activities. There were a number of opportunities
for group work, group/pair discussions and presentations as well as a quiz to check participant knowledge.
The trainers asked questions to check understanding throughout and the attending assistant made sure
participants were actively participating in activities and answered questions and offered support.
A sample of 500 participants where 50 were taken from 10 trainings completed a pre and post training selfevaluation form. These groups were randomly selected but chosen for each trainer to ensure a varied and
representative sample was taken.
Five questions were asked before training and then the same five were asked again post training.
Below is a summary of responses

Self-Evaluation Questions

Pre-Training

Write down as many letter 94% wrote the 26 letter of the
sounds as you can
alphabet
(42 sounds)
4% in addition wrote a few syllables
2% wrote the 42 Jolly Phonics
sounds

Post-Training
76% wrote the 42 Jolly Phonics
sounds
16% wrote most of the 42 Jolly
Phonics sounds
8% wrote some or all of the 26
alphabet letters
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Which of these are consonant 64% identified /cl/, /br/ and /str/ as
blends
a consonant blend
ai cl t sheep br str oo
36% included /t/ as a consonant
blend

What does blending
children to do?
(helps to read)

81% identified all the consonant
blends
29% showed some confusion
between digraphs /ai/ and /oo/ and
/sh/ in sheep and consonant blends

help 47% correctly identified blending as
the skills for reading
53% showed confusion and believed
blending supported writing or
pronunciation

78% correctly identified blending as
the skill for reading
12% still confused blending with
sounding for writing.
10% believed it helps with
pronunciation
What does segmenting help 17% believed segmenting helped for 60% identified it as the skill for
children to do?
reading and writing
writing and being able to identify the
(helps to write)
76% did not identify it as the skill for sounds in a word
writing and believed it was used for
pronouncing, learning letter names 13% identified it as the skill for
or understanding
writing and being able to count the
7% recognised it was about number of sounds
identifying sounds but did not
specify this was for writing
27% still confused sounding with
blending
Count the number of sounds in 82% did not write the correct 79% got 5 or more correct with the
these words
number of sounds for these words. mistakes
showing
confusion
Cat-3, sleep-4, sister-5, moon-3, The majority of mistakes came from between a consonant blend and
clap-4, in-2, rain-3
counting the letters or syllables
digraph.
10% got 4 of them correct
12% 5 or less correct
8% got all of them correct
9% showed similar confusion with
counting number of letters or
syllables
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TRAINING EVALUATION

At lunch time on day 2 of each training, all participants were given a 10 question evaluation form:
The results are the average from 1851 completed evaluation forms.

Particpant Feedback from Evaluations
10

10

9.7
8.95

9
8
7
6
5
4

3
2
1
0
Score
How would you rate the training out of 10?

How would you rate the materials out of 10?

How would you rate your trainer out of 10?

Further feedback from participant evaluation forms.
Question

Average score/answer

What did you find most 67% trainer demonstrations
helpful?
50% role play/participation in training
44% the supplementary materials
23% the power point presentation
What were the challenges?
63% wanted more than 2 days training
47% had issues with transport/transport costs
Will Jolly Phonics be taught 5 95% yes
times a week in you school?
0.5 % no due to the curriculum specifying 3 time slots for English
Do you understand your role 99.8% yes
as a Jolly Phonics teacher?
0.2% no
Positive Comments
The training is good and interesting
The training is enjoyable
I appreciate the knowledge I have got from the training
Jolly Phonics is the best method!
The training was very good and it will make our work very easy and the
children will be able to write and read
Requests
Longer training-3-5 days
Refresher workshops every term
Training to be given to private schools
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MONITORING
The assistant managers attended 23 trainings each and took detailed notes on all events during each training. Video
clips of trainers delivering training were sent daily to the Training Manager who was able to check that they were
delivering the training to a high standard. The Training Manager Sian Summers Issa also conducted a spot check at all
but 3 of the training centres (these being Malindi, Majilangobaya and Mwareni Primary). Her absence was due to her
delivering training herself at other locations.
KCG sent Donald Kahindi the Quality Assurance Standards Officer to three centres (Vitengeni Primary, Kilifi Primary
and Kizurini Primary). Curriculum Support Officers attended eight centres and a minimum of 3 officers attended every
training event. All KCG officers commended the standard of training.

PUBLICITY
Publicity was due to be handled by Mr Angore ECDE Director for KCG.
His unexpected and tragic death left this area uncovered.
ULS provided large Banners at the entrance to each training centre.
These banners had both the ULS and KCG logos and the website details
for ULS. The Jolly Phonics logo, catch phrase and 8 steps for teaching
were also featured.

SUPPORT FROM KCG
There was a high level of support from KCG; from the most senior members of the government all the way to the
ward supervisors on the ground. Across the 46 trainings 107 officers signed the attendance records and participated
actively in the workshops. The Jolly Phonics project for Kilifi County was very much a partnership between ULS and
KCG. Due to the close working relationship, the project was a huge success.

CERTIFICATES
Certificates were issued to every teacher and officer who attended the full 2 days of training. The certificates were
greatly received. Five certificates were issued by the most senior member from the Kilifi County Government and a
further five were issued by the Head Teacher from the hosting school. The remaining certificates were distributed.
Due to the large group sizes of 50 teachers per training this was necessary to ensure this activity did not take up too
much time from the programme.
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HEALTH
There were no reported accidents or illnesses at any training event. Trainers all reported and departed in good health.
In the second week of the roll out the unexpected death of ECDE Director Mr Angore was a very sad and shocking
situation.

SUCCESSES
The following successes were recorded by the Training Manager:
 High level of officer support and attendance across the roll out.
 The opening of the roll out had senior representatives from all departments
 QASO, CSO, Training officers and TSC representatives attended regularly and gave high praise for the quality
and content of the trainings.
 The organisation by officers of centres and attendance excelled in Kaloleni, Malindi and Kilifi North sub
counties.
 There was a high level of participation and interest by all attending.
 Trainers have identified over 50 potential teacher leaders.
 There was been a high level of interest from private schools and primary schools.
 There was a strong team cooperation, time keeping and work ethic amongst the Jolly Phonics team and in
partnership with KCG.
 The ULS assistant managers were integral to success of the trainings.
 Visiting trainers Diana and Agnes integrated well and found the training content easy to use.
 PowerPoint presentation, timings and guidance notes worked well for all trainers and the trainings delivered
were to a consistent, high standard.
 The collective average trainer score is 9.7
 The supplementary materials given to each teacher were rated 8.8
 67% of rooms in venues were good
 Average of 3 officers attending each training
 On average 50% of teachers had smart phones and downloaded the Jolly Phonics Lesson app.
 The donated materials from Jolly Learning arrived in time for 4 centres to distribute from the training.
 There were no accidents, illness or injuries to trainers or participants.
 All hotels that the training team stayed in were good with the exception of one in Langobaya. There were no
alternative options available.
 All taxi journeys but one were on time and well-coordinated.
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CHALLENGES.
The tragic and unexpected death of Mr Angore, ECDE Director was by far the biggest challenge. It over shadowed all
other challenges. All members from ULS and KCG worked very hard to maintain the positive energy and enthusiasm
to continue with the roll out as planned. This work was seen as Mr Angore’s last legacy to Kilifi County. He was
passionate and committed to the project.
The following challenges were reported by the Training Manager:
 The teacher and pupil materials were delayed and arrived in week 4 of roll out. However as this was
anticipated, photocopies of the relevant sections of the Teacher and Pupil Books were made so that each
participant had a copy in the training.
 The local printer supplying the supplementary materials made some quantity errors which had to be
rectified in a very short amount of time.
 There were packing challenges for these supplementary materials. The storage and packing took place from
Training Managers home and took far longer than anticipated.
 The food and tea was often late at trainings which put pressure on the participant’s concentration and the
trainer’s content schedule and energy levels.
 There were issues with private school attendance; Private school teachers were turning up uninvited,
pretending not private or coming on officer’s invitation that had not been planned for in advance.
 There were some instances where Officers were offering Jolly Phonics training for 500 kes per person for
private schools and trying to schedule this for half term without proper consulting of the Training Manager.
This was resolved and proper planning is underway to meet the demands for Jolly Phonics training in private
schools.
 Two centres had rooms with poor ventilation.
 Two centres had rooms which were too small.
 Washroom facilities were poor in some venues with inadequate water supply.
 The participant arrival time for remote locations was poor. This affected the daily timetable and in some
cases content had to be cut out of the training due to starting late.
 The Head Teachers attendance in Majilangobaya was very poor. This was reported to be due to sub county
TSC banning Head Teachers from attending. This came as a surprise as the TSC County Deputy Director had
opened the roll out and given blessing for all to attend.
 Some sub counties and their officers were not as well prepared as other and were late arriving at the
venues. Some caused confusion with school attendance and materials distribution.
 There were some minor technical set up challenges with visiting trainer.
 There was a hippopotamus in Marafa which was thought to be causing poor attendance. Numerous Head
Teachers did not attend the training due to meeting.
 Some participants were breastfeeding mothers and/or came with young children which disturbed the
trainings.
 The data which had been provided by KCG as the final data of all schools and teachers was not accurate.
There were more teachers in some locations and less than expected in others. There were schools which had
been missed from the list and so these teachers were not planned to be catered for.
 There were sixteen schools across the whole of Kilifi County that not report or send apology or explanation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS







KCG check their budget to arrange for several trainings for the schools and teachers who did not attend.
An accurate list of all the number of teachers at each school to be made available for monitoring purposes.
KCG to support ULS team in encouraging Head Teachers to monitor their teachers and ensure that materials
are being used regularly.
ULS and KCG to work together to facilitate a teacher leader Jolly Phonics workshop. After this workshop these
teacher leaders are to be supported in running localised Jolly Phonics refresher workshops.
To work on improving the standards of the centres for future Jolly Phonics training events.
ULS team to work actively with KCG to target the schools that need the most support during their monitoring
visits.

CONCLUSION

In spite of the loss of the ECDE Director the Jolly Phonics Roll-Out for Kilifi County went ahead as planned. Forty six
high quality Jolly Phonics trainings were delivered and well received by enthusiastic participants. The other reported
challenges were minimal in comparison to what was achieved. For the teachers trained at the first training on the 14 th
January 2019 there have been five weeks of teaching time post training. The ULS team have started monitoring and
mentoring visits and have found that some teachers are already teaching group 3 or 4 sounds (out of 7 groups) and
their pupils are able to blend and read words such as pet, rain and snap as well as write words like this during dictation.
WhatsApp support groups have been set up for teachers and Head Teachers with smart phones and videos of PP1 and
PP2 pupils engaged in singing, active learning and using their pupil books have been received. There is already a
noticeable correlation between higher performance and schools who had all teachers and their Head Teacher attend
the training. In the instances where schools were found not to be using the provided materials, it tended to also
correlate with the Head Teacher not attending and/or some teachers not attending or only attending one of the two
days of training. The roll out of Jolly Phonics has already made an impact in Kilifi County and signifies a positive change
in attitude towards the teaching of early reading and writing. It is with high hoped that these 80,000 pre-primary
children will be starting primary school reading and writing. To ensure that the maximum impact from the training is
achieved the KCG education officers and the ULS team in the ground in Kenya will be working hard to support the
implementation of Jolly Phonics so that it is sustainable.

Special thanks to the following:









Jolly Learning for funding the training and the generous donation of teacher, classroom and pupil materials
for every pre-primary public school in Kilifi County.
Prof Katana, the late Mr Angore and the dedicated team of officers in the Kilifi County Government.
The ULS team in Kenya and the UK.
The dedicated team of Jolly Trainers and assistants.
The host schools who provided the training centres.
The TSC and schools who released the Jolly Trainers from their daily duties.
The participating Head Teachers.
The participating teachers.

Report written by
Sian Summers Issa
sian@universallearningsolutions.org
+254 789458443
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A few highlights from monitoring that has been taking place since the roll-out phase finished.
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